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Photoshop CS3 or later

A new take 
on cityscape 
collage 

Cut and paste the 
most interesting parts of 
your world to make a 
whole new one, explains 
Keith Hubacek
 Inspiration is everywhere. Whether you live in a city, a 
small town or in the middle of the country, your environment is 
full of illustrative possibilities. In this tutorial, I will show you how 
to build a new landscape using things you might come across in 
your day-to-day routine. You will use just one simple brush that will 
determine the look and feel of your final composition. This tutorial 
will also give you the chance to experiment with lighting techniques 
using the Dodge and Burn tools. After following this project, you can 
venture out into your world with nothing more than a digital camera 
and begin to create your own surrealistic experience. I recommend 
using everything from signage, architecture and foliage to people 
and vehicles – anything you might wish to find in your new world.

Keith Hubacek
 A self-taught 

designer and 
interactive developer 
from the New 
Jersey/NYC area, 
Keith works with 
clients and agencies 
both large and small 
fulfilling a diverse list 
of roles. See more of 
his work at www.
puresubculture.com 

On the disc 
The files relating to 
this tutorial can be 
found in 
DiscContents\
Resources\
Landscape

Time needed
5-6 hours

Skills 
   Extracting 

elements
   Creating and 

using a 
custom brush

   Using the Dodge 
and Burn tools
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02  Open the file called ‘PSC brush’ from the 
disc. Go to Edit>Define Brush Preset. Note that I’m 
choosing a logo with a serif font to intensify the 
grunge effect we’re going to create.

01  Open a new Photoshop file and set its 
dimensions to 222x300mm, 300dpi. Create four 
layer folders named BG Brush Work, BG Silhouette, 
Foreground Upper and Foreground Lower.

05  Begin adding 
silhouetted items. Using the 
BG Silhouette folder to 
organise your imagery, open 
the silhouette_1.jpg image 
from the disc. Double-click 
the background layer to 
make it directly editable for 
this purpose. Using the 
Magic Wand tool, with Add 
To Selection on with a 
tolerance of 40, begin 
clearing out unused 
elements, in this case the 
sky. For other images such 
as silhouette_2.jpg, make 
sure Contiguous is 
deselected and you can 
erase the sky in one step.

04   In the BG Brush layer folder, create three 
new layers and label them Foreground Base, Ground 
Brushed and Sky Brushed accordingly. Making sure 
your foreground base is the topmost layer, begin to 
paint your initial base with your new brush in black. 
Repeat this action for your sky and ground layers 
using light blues and browns respectively. Varying 
your colour palette creates a slight feeling of depth 
and makes for a more interesting composition. If 
you are not content with your composition, you can 
use an eraser with identical settings as your brush 
to knock out more negative space while staying 
uniform to the style.

03  Revert back to your original document 
and select your Brush tool. From Window>Brushes, 
set Shape Dynamics Size Jitter to 25%, with an 
Angle Jitter of 25%. Select Scattering and set 
Scatter to 200% with a count of 1. For the brush 
diameter, a size of 80 should suffice. This brush will 
be used to paint the composition as well as being 
an eraser for your elements later.
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12   For images 
such as foreground_
lower2.jpg, you can 
almost completely 
eliminate the foliage 
with the sky using the 
Polygon Lasso tool. 
Make sure to retain 
the contour of the 
bridge. To improve your 
workflow, you can 
Dodge and Burn each 
image as you continue 
to build your 
composition up.

10  After your ‘upper foreground’ is 
arranged, select an image from this layer 
folder. Now select the Burn tool. Ensuring 
Range is set to Shadows, begin brushing the 
dark areas of the image. Repeat this with the 
Dodge tool set to Highlights in the light areas. 
Do not overuse either of these, as you want 
your images to retain image detail. One by 
one, use these techniques to accentuate your 
highlight-to-shadow relationship and create 
the lighting for the overall composition.

11  Open the StoneTexture.jpg image from the disc and 
drag, resize and place it in the Foreground Lower folder on a 
new layer. Remove excess stone until you have your desired 
look. Repeat the same with the foreground_lower1.jpg image 
from the disc.

08  For images such as foreground_upper5.jpg, 
begin by clearing out the sky. Duplicate this layer after the 
image is on your canvas and flip it horizontally 
(Edit>Transform>Flip Horizontal). Place your mirror-
duplicated layer to the right of the original to give you a 
faux-panoramic image. Now use your scattered logo 
eraser to erase portions of both layers, but keep the bend 
in the overpass. Once these layers are completed, select 
both layers (while holding Shift) and merge layers via 
Layers>Merge Layers.

07  Move to the Foreground 
Upper folder. Starting with 
foreground_upper1.jpg, begin 
opening your photos from the disc 
to create the central composition. 
Crop out unwanted elements from 
each image using your choice of 
either the Lasso tool or Magic 
Wand tool. Using your new eraser 
with all of the brush settings 
matching your previous paint 
brush, begin erasing points of 
overlap and areas where your 
grunge effect will take place. As 
you repeat this process of 
dragging and positioning your 
elements, the composition will 
resemble the screenshot. An 
organised workflow is important 
at this point as some elements 
may require you to reorder their 
layer hierarchy, editing them 
directly on your canvas. Ensure 
that your layers are labelled 
corresponding to your imagery.

09  Using the Scatter eraser, 
place and prepare all the ‘Foreground 
upper’ images, clearing the lower 
portions of the images, points of 
overlap and unwanted elements. Play 
with your layer order and composition 
until it looks similar to the grab above.

06  After this image is completed, drag it to your original 
stage, go to Image>Adjustments>Hue/Saturation and set 
Lightness to -100. You can now use your Scatter eraser to clear 
out hard edges. Arrange the rest of the silhouette images above 
using this technique until your image resembles the 
screenshot. To build the overall silhouette background, use the 
Transform tool (Edit>Transform) to rotate and resize images 
into place. Some images make for a better composition when 
flipped horizontally (Edit>Transform>Flip Horizontal) or by 
duplicating their layers, giving you multiple instances to use.
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13   For the train on the bridge we 
will begin with the image foreground_
lower3.jpg. Duplicate its layer. Flip the 
duplicated layer horizontally and place 
it, creating another panoramic image – 
this time your bridge.

14   Open the image foreground_lower4. Using the 
Polygon Lasso tool, select the train. Drag this into place and 
resize proportionate to the bridge. Duplicate the layer, fl ipping 
it horizontally as before to match the total width of your bridge.

15  With the 
train complete, open 
the fi le foreground_
lower5.jpg. Using the 
Rectangular Marquee 
tool, select each piece 
of graffi ti individually, 
dragging them to your 
canvas, and placing 
them on their own 
layers beneath 
foreground_lower3. 
Now we can now 
move on to fi nishing 
the bridge beneath 
the graffi ti.

16  Open the fi le foreground_lower6.jpg.  After using the 
Wand tool with Contiguous unticked and a tolerance of 
approximately 50 to delete the sky, make a selection around the 
bridge, this time including some foliage from the left side. Place 
this image on a new layer above foreground_layer1 of your 
canvas. Flip this layer horizontally and place it to continue the 
bridge on foreground_layer2. Once your images are in place, 
remember to use the Scatter eraser around some edges to 
maintain the grunge effect. When you’ve done this, Dodge and 
Burn your images accordingly.

17   After the image foreground_
lower7.jpg is cut out and in place, we can 
now make our fi nal passes with the 
Dodge and Burn tools. Touch up any 
layers using a Levels adjustment. You 
are now ready to fi nalise your image. For 
similar compositions, this is also a great 
point to add more elements of detail, 
such as signage or even people.

Keith 
Hubacek 
Landscapes and more 
from this versatile 
graphic artist…

Visual CV
In pictures: a guide to 

the career and work of 

our Technique writers

‘Newark’ – 2008
Composed of shots primarily in Newark, 
New Jersey and Manhattan. This piece 
utilises interesting signage in addition 
to some dilapidated buildings.

‘Brooklyn’ – 2009
This locations of this piece were shot 
primarily in Brooklyn, Manhattan, with 
some of New Jersey thrown in. I’ve created 
sort of a surrealistic perspective, with 
creative yet subtle usage of Liquify.

‘Lucky1946’ – 2010
Living around the corner from an old 
safe-haven mansion for gangsters, I 
learned a little bit about Lucky Luciano. 
This piece began sampling a US dollar bill 
and extracting elements including leaves.

‘Stonegirl’ – 2010
This piece is an effort 
to visually illustrate the 
energy it would take to 
turn a stone statue into 
a living being.

‘Citygirls’ – 2008
A self-promotional 
piece of a faceless 
woman sitting on 
top of a view of the 
New York skyline.
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